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Barrington

Daniel Edwards Berry (BSME)
James Michael Bowden (BSIT)
Jessica M Carloni (MS)
Joshua Thomas Carloni (MS)
Sandra C Delisle (BS)
Merranda Nancy-Mary Donnelly (BA)
Kaitlin M Feaster (MSW)
Jacob T Goodwin (MA)
Benjamin Scott Hanley (BA)
Lauren Taylor Jones (AAS)
Alexis Brittany LaChapelle (BA)
Sydney Gilson LaValley (BA)
Maura Leigh Marchese (BS)
Matthew James Mazurkiewicz (MS)
Garrett Brenden Michael McMahon (AAS)
Brett James Payeur (MSW)
Katherine Pendleton (BA)
McKenzie George Schmalz (BS)
Cydney Julia Sloan (BA)
Christopher M Starkweather (AAS)
Shaun Patrick Sullivan (BS)

Dover

Saige Elizabeth Bennett (BA)
Roisin Angela Bermingham (MS)
Mattsen Joseph Bradbury-Koster (BM)
Christopher James Brown (BSIT)
Meghan Marie Bullis (MED)
Jason Carignan (BA)
Brendan Thomas Carroll (BS)
Lilah Beth Cherim (BA)
Tali Ann Cherim (BA)
Caroline Catherine Cherry (BS)
Xin Chu (BA)
Aaron Chung (BSCHEM)
Margo Emily Clark (BA)
Peter Donald Clark (MPA)
Athena Marie Clause (BS)
Makenzi Olivia Coburn (AAS)
Josie Samantha Davis (BS)
Adrielle Marie DeSchuytner (BA)
Brittany Hope Desrochers (MSW)
Ye Dong (BS)
Colleen Sullivan Driscoll (BS)
Jessica Megan Evans (BS)
Amanda A. Fakhoury (MS)
Kristopher Thomas Fargo (BSME)
Belinda Felicia (BS)
Evelyn J French (MED)
Katherin Houghton Gagneux (MED)
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Dover
Timothy Kurtis Gray (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Erik Marshall Gustafson (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Marian Moore Hallowell (MSW) Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Harrison (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kathrien Suzannah Hicks (MS) Magna Cum Laude
Kellie A Higginbotham (MSW) Magna Cum Laude
Brandon D Higgins (MBA) Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Anne Hyson (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Laura Jeffords (MED) Magna Cum Laude
Joel Christopher Jordan (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Cheryl Anne Karahalios (BS) Cum Laude
Logan T. Kenney (MBA) Cum Laude
Reed E Laakso (BS) Cum Laude
Katherine A Lapak (MPA) Cum Laude
Alison N. Lerman (MED) Cum Laude
Elizabeth Dunlap Little (BS) Cum Laude
Chelsey Joelle Long (MSW) Cum Laude
Rachel Elizabeth Losson (BS) Cum Laude
Brian David Lumba (BS) Cum Laude
Dragos Maftei (MS) Cum Laude
Mallory Nicole Mello (BS) Cum Laude
Cory David Melnick (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Hayden Curtis Middleton (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Carter Robert Moore (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Shayna Marie Murphy (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Anthony Michael Nicoletta (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Maria Louise Nuzzo (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Conor Thomas Ochs (BSIT) Magna Cum Laude
Bradley Robert Olsen (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Robert Oppenheimer (MS) Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Christine Osborne (MED) Magna Cum Laude
Alyssa Katherine Paola (MSW) Magna Cum Laude
Travis Edward Paola (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Alexander J Paulson (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Logan Jeffrey Pierce (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Michael Vincent Pisani (MS) Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Donald Poggi (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Ian Thomas Preston (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Victoria A Putnam (MBA) Magna Cum Laude
Abby E Raiche (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kelly Ann Randall (MBA) Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Helene Robichaud (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kellie Christine Rocha (MSW) Magna Cum Laude
Ryan S Ruonala (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Russell (BM) Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Lynn Scribner (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Evan Searles (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Ethan Daniel Setear (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Michael Adam Shanahan (MS) Magna Cum Laude
Molly Grace Tarbell (MS) Magna Cum Laude
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Dover
Jessica Marie Therriault (MED)
Billington Tong (BS)
Haley Rose Torr (BS)
Sarah Chaviva Turner (MS)
Jeremiah Paul Vardaman (BSEE)  Magna Cum Laude
John Verheyy (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Morgan L Wallingford (BS)
Elizabeth F Weidner (MS)
Zoe Marie Weston (MS)
Sara Christine White (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Abigail Lauren White (BS)  Cum Laude
Jameson Arthur Whiteley (BS)
Benjamin D Wirth (BA)
Aleksandra B Wojtowicz (MENGR)
Seth Jeremiah Wyskiel (BA)

Dover
Sokhna Aw (BS)
Joshua Venuti (BA)

Durham
Veronica Grace Ackerman (BA)
Micah V. Adams (MBA)
Patrisa K. Aidan (MFA)
Jason Michael Alphonse (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Kayla Marie Aragona (PHD)
Matthew Michael Bracci (MA)
Connor Francis Brennan (BSCIVE)
Allison Kathryn Clark (BS)  Cum Laude
Sean Michael Colt (BS)
Devin Renner Connors (BS)
Jamison Lynn Cwiak (BS)
Bradford C Danielson (MBA)
Kelly A Davis (BA)
Savanna Jessalyn Desmarais (BA)
Bekah Maya Diamond-Bier (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Daniel J Donovan (BS)
Eric Dorata (MS)
Linnea Marie Dwyer (MS)
Nathan Seth Edwards (MENGR)
Ian James Elmslie (BA)
Andrea E Engen (BA)  Summa Cum Laude
Derek Stephen Fisher (BS)
Lindsey Marie Foster (BSSTAT)
Michael Anthony Galgano (MBA)
Leah Mae Goelzer (BS)
Martine E Grenier-Burtis (MED)
Chandler John Hoefle (BA)
Collin Robert Jackson (AAS)
Jean Lambert Kubwimana (MENGR)
Durham

Daniel Steven Landry (BA)
Brent Nathaniel Lawson (BSCHEM)
Brent Nathaniel Lawson (BSPHYS)
Claire Marie McCarthy (BA)
Joshua Adam Merrill (BA)
Margaret Elizabeth Mills (MED)
Neil William Mistretta (BSME)
Olivia Kessler Moore (MED)
Joshua Grant Niman (BA)
Estee Oelofse (BS)
Laura Marie Olivier (BA)
Ryan D Oliver (BS)
Emily Jane Peters (BS)
Jeremy Ptek (BSCS)
Evan Lester Poworznegk (BSSTAT)
Nicholas Kurt Rose (BA)
Adam Joseph Smath (BS)
Emily Zsuzsanna Vaughn (BS)
Charles Aston White (BS)

Magna Cum Laude

Maggie Cum Laude

Summa Cum Laude
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Lee
Hayley Prentice Poff (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Branwyn Sarah Ritchie (BA) Cum Laude
Emily Grace Sagnella (BS)
Joseph T Seubert (BA)
Adam Thomas Stevens (BA)
Hannah Thater Switzer (BS)
Anne Tucker (MS)
Reilly Dwight Webb (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Julia Webb (AAS)
China Yue Fun Xi Wong (BA) Cum Laude

Madbury
Isabelle Ryan Beagen (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Johnathon Henry Fones (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Kristin Marie Ray (MS)
Ethan J Stewart (BSCENG)
Sandra Cadorette Strogen (BA)
Lauren R Sullivan (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Middleton
Symone Leora Blackburn-Savage (BS) Cum Laude
Michael Robert Cook (BSME)
Rachel Elaine Landry (BS)

Milton
Tyler Daniel Bedgood (BSIT)
Jessica Carolyn Gero (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Isabella Antoinette Graham (BA)
Benjamin Michael Leland (BSIT)

New Durham
Richard Linwood Burnham (BSMAED) Magna Cum Laude

New Durham
Joshua Daniel Beaudet (BSCHE)
Zachary James Ivey (BSIT)
Matthew S Mitchell (BS)
Sydney Rose Sturdevant (BS) Cum Laude
Nasser Yari (PHD)

Rochester
Katelyn Louise Bailey (MED)
Benjamin Thomas Breton (BS)
Abigail Rachel Carroll (PHD)
Quinn Taylor Connelly (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Paige Letitia Davis (MED)
Zoe Alexandra Drapeau (BS)
Blake Lee Fowler (BS)
Nileesa Gautam (BS)
Makaela Marie Gilbert (BS) Cum Laude
Christine Leigh Hanson (MS)
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Rochester
Alexandra June Kenyon (AAS)
Benjamin Ryan Kierstead (BA)
Coleman MacIntyre Knowles (BA)
Joshua Caine Letterman (BSCENG)
Kelsey A Lozier (BA)
Heather Marie Meader (BS)
Deanna Fawn Munroe (MSW)
Thomas David Munroe (BSPHYS)
Harrison G Pham (BSCS)
Daniel Raymond Phelps (BA)
Kierra Eve Poulis (BA)
Sarah J Prantis (BA)
Megan Lee Provencher (BS)
Ivette Pujols (BSCIVE)
Tasya Rakasiwi (BS)
Jillian Leigh Rowell (BS)
Kyle Foster Sanborn (BS)
Trevon Darnell Scott (BS)
Talley E Slate (MS)
Eden Suoth (BA)
Danah J Tremblay (BA)
Krista Anne Vincent (MSW)
Jesse Colin Young (BS)

Rollinsford
Sydney Jeanne April (BS)
Gabrielle Hannah Dodier (BS)
Emily Rose Pollaro (BS)
Andrea M von Oeyen (MA)

Somersworth
Matthew R Bentley (MBA)
Evelyn Brown (BA)
Gabrielle Morgan Casey (BA)
Troy William Jerome Chapman (BSENPH)
Jennifer Maria Demers (PHD)
Tanner Ryan Frost (AAS)
Rebecca Jean Godzik (BS)
Emily Jean Gutermann (BS)
Dakota James Hippern (BS)
Eugene Horrigan (MBA)
Cora M. Hunt-Hawkins (MED)
Jackson Hart Kaspari (BSCHE)
Kenzie Roberta Langton (BA)
Heidi A. Lelke (MBA)
Tatiana Olegovna Makarova (MFA)
Mackenzie Mitchell (BA)
Megan Jennifer Noonan (MSW)
Zachary David Pincince (BA)
Sarah B. Plante (DNP)
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Somersworth
Christy Theresia Welhelmina (BA)
Lindsey Nicole Wood (BA)

Strafford
Eric H Burgess (MBA)
Brayden Dunn (BS)
Kristina Marie Elliott (MSW)
Robert W Fortier (MS)
Mary Evelyn Fowler (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Anna C Goscinski (MED)
Chelsea Beth Hodges (MED)
Gwyneth Faith Horne (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Moriah Paige Mazzochi (MED)
Kyle Daniel Noel (BA)
Daniel Adan Rivera (BA)
Ronald J Totten (MS)